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Imported
Adjustable tan 18mm genuine leather strap with quick-release spring bars fits up to 7.5-inch wrist
circumference; extra teal silicone strap
White dial with gold-tone hour markers; sub-dial displays activity; Perfect Date displayed along bezel
Track steps, distance, calories burned & sleep metrics; sync with your phone via Bluetooth
Silver-tone 37mm brass case with mineral glass crystal; Indiglo light-up watch dial
Water resistant to 50m (165 ft): In general, suitable for short periods of recreational swimming, but
not diving or snorkelingTimex iQ+ Move Activity Tracker - Women's Gift Set
Sophisticated Analog Timepieces Equipped with Discreet and Incognito Activity Tracking
Technology
Fitness and activity tracking devices are growing in popularity, but they are falling short in one area:
style. The Timex iQ+ Move combines all the signature elements of an analog watch while discreetly
housing sophisticated modern technology that tracks daily activity, like steps, distance, calories
burned, and sleep metrics.
A Smartwatch Designed for Men & Women
While fitness tracking bands offer genuine health benefits, there are a number of everyday
scenarios, like a professional office setting or a formal event where a sporty activity tracker band can
clash with the image you need to portray. Consumers are searching for a hybrid product able to fit
this very situation.
Incognito Smartphone Connectivity
In keeping with Timexâ€™s tradition of innovation, the Timex iQ+ Move is designed for men and
women with enhanced Intelligent Quartz movements and discreet smartphone connectivity, so no
one ever needs to know youâ€™re wearing an activity tracker. The iQ+ collection combines modern
technology with Timexâ€™s trusted craftsmanship to give consumers more than just a watch.
Features & Benefits
Activity Tracking
Track Steps, Distance and Calories Burned
Sleep Metrics
Connect with Your Phone via Bluetooth
Sync Time & Perfect Date
Sync Alarm & Timers
Interchangeable Straps with Quick Release Spring Bars
Gift Set Includes Genuine Leather & Silicone Straps
Ergonomic Design
One Year Battery Life, No Charging Required
Indiglo Night-Light
Water Resistant to 50 meters

Wearable for All Occassions
Bluetooth technology syncs to the Timex Connected app (iOS and Android compatible).
Check the progress of your selected activity goal with a quick glance at the sub-dial, with more
details and metrics available in the app.
Measures deep and light sleep, time awake and sleep efficiency.
Equipped with a traditional battery; no charging required.
Interchangeable straps for effortless customization.
Each gift set includes one dress genuine leather strap and a sporty silicone strap.
Time and date are set automatically by the app.
Water resistant to 50 meters.
Indiglo night-light illuminates the dial for easy readability in the dark.
Timex Women's TWG013500 iQ+ Move Activity Tracker Watch Set
Mid size Timex iQ+ Move activity tracker watch with white dial, tan genuine leather strap, and

silver-tone brass case. Includes extra teal silicone strap.
Timex Women's TWG013600 iQ+ Move Activity Tracker Watch Set
Mid size Timex iQ+ Move activity tracker watch with white dial, brown genuine leather strap, and
gold-tone brass case. Includes extra white silicone strap.
Timex Women's TWG013700 iQ+ Move Activity Tracker Watch Set
Mid size Timex iQ+ Move activity tracker watch with white dial, black genuine leather strap, and
silver-tone brass case. Includes extra white silicone strap.
Timex Women's TWG013800 iQ+ Move Activity Tracker Watch Set
Mid size Timex iQ+ Move activity tracker watch with black dial, brown genuine leather strap, and
gray brass case. Includes extra black silicone strap.
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